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Executive Summary

You have prioritized product. You have prioritized customers. You have built and bootstrapped your  

technology company from you, your kitchen table, to dozens if not a hundred plus employees. Along 

the way – you have always been conservative with investment. You have maintained a singular focus on 

making your customers not just happy, but fantastically successful. 

But…now, with growth, new problems emerge. Maybe you’ve missed your budget a quarter or two, 

maybe you don’t even believe your budget. As things have grown more complex, you find yourself with 

incomplete or wrong data when you are making life or death decisions about your business. Maybe you 

just are overwhelmed by the “tyranny of the urgent”, and instead of working with your products, customers, 

or getting a bit of sleep, you are stuck at a desk reviewing every customer contract or the new office 

space lease.

You are not alone. 

As your business grows, one of the most critical inflection points is when you go from the engine of the 

business being the founder/CEO, to a broader foundation of capable heads, hearts, and hands to help 

you get to the next level. A head of finance, at its best, can help you align your business, provide you 

leverage, and help you make better decisions, the first time.

This document is a practical guide to help you in that journey, and learn from the collective experience of 

50+ Susquehanna Growth Equity (SGE) portfolio companies.

Happy reading – look forward to hearing your thoughts and let’s be in touch.

ABOUT SGE 
Susquehanna Growth Equity (SGE) is unlike the typical investment model: our firm is backed solely by bootstrapped  

entrepreneurs. This enables us to invest on your timeline and be incredibly flexible in our investment size and structure,  

as well as in how we work with our entrepreneurs. We are consistently partnering with and coaching our entrepreneurs  

with the long game in mind…

When we partner with you, we promise to offer guidance, while not forcing an operational playbook often imposed by our 

peers. We’d love to join you on your journey and be a trusted advisor as you grow your business. If you’re actively raising or 

considering raising capital, we would love to speak with you. Please don’t hesitate to reach out to us at info@sgep.com.

Disclaimer: This publication contains general information and is not intended to be comprehensive nor to provide investment, legal, tax or other 
professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, and it should not be acted on or relied upon 
or used as a basis for any investment or other decision or action that may affect you or your business. Before taking any such decision, you should 
consult suitability qualified professional advisers. SGE does not serve as your investment, legal, tax or other professional. SGE does not control you or 
the decisions you make with respect to investment, legal, tax or other professional advice. Although reasonable effort has been made to ensure the 
accuracy of the information contained in this publication, this cannot be guaranteed and neither SGE nor any of its subsidiaries or any affiliate thereof 
or other related entity shall have any liability to any person or entity which relies on the information contained in this publication, including incidental 
or consequential damages arising from errors or omissions. Each situation related to these materials is unique and needs individualized analysis.   
Any such reliance is solely at the user’s risk.
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ONE OF THE MOST COMMON NEEDS IS MATURING YOUR FINANCE TEAM
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Do I need a head of finance vs.  
director/manager level resource?

Do you have gaps in visibility to accurate data for decision making (FP&A)?

Are you (the CEO) overwhelmed with tactical requests (e.g. contracting)? 

Are there alignment and collaboration challenges  
between functional leads? 

•  Does the monthly financial and KPI reporting help you manage the business?

•  Is the planning, forecasting and re-forecasting process not robust?

•  Do you touch almost every contract? customer-specific pricing decision? 

•  Does the “urgency of the present” leave little time for the future? 

•  Are your sales and success leaders aligned with finance on forecasts/budgets? 

•  Is there a collaborative approach to planning across teams?  

IF YES TO TWO OR MORE OF THE BELOW - TIME TO SERIOUSLY CONSIDER THE ROLE...
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How should I approach this?

START

Understand current org, underlying challenges, and goals

Determine type of role needed and future org structure 
CFO/COO vs. CFO vs. VP Finance 

Develop job specification and compensation range 
Create a market map of ideal companies where you  
want to source talent proactively

Post specification 
 Can happen before engaging executive recruiter to  
gauge candidate pool 

Determine whether to leverage exec. recruiter 
(see page 12)

Recruit candidate (see funnel detail)  
Typically -90 days

On-board
30/90/180 day plan
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150+/20/5/2/1 funnel of candidate recruiting

TYPICALLY ABOUT A 90 DAYS FROM POSTING TO CLOSING OFFER (LONGER IF  
“HARDER” GEOGRAPHY OR UNIQUE NEEDS). 150 AND 20 CANDIDATES HURDLES  
SHOULD BE MET WITHIN 2-3 MONTHS OF POSTING JOB

~ 150 candidates

~ 1 candidate3

~ 2 candidates

~ 5 candidates

~ 20 candidates

Develop target companies and candidate pool

1.  Back-channel references: Mutual connections that you can use to vet candidates that were not pro-actively provided by the candidate

2. A test drive is typically a board presentation on initial thoughts of goals, activities for first year in role

3. Keep one strong back-up in candidate in process until offer is signed

Screen and identify viable candidates to interview

Interview and vet candidates (including provided and 
back-channel1 references) 

Finalists and test drive2 

Negotiate offer and  
close candidate 

FOOTNOTES
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What are the typical “head of finance” roles?

COO/CFO CFO VP of Finance Controller

Accounting  
competency

Limited/Yes Yes Yes Focus

Strategic finance – 
forecasting, planning, 
and board mgmt.

Focus Focus Focus Limited

OKR, dashboarding 
and metrics

Focus Focus Yes No

Leverage for CEO  
beyond finance topics 
(e.g. contracting)

Focus Yes Finance only No

M&A 
Intl. expansion 
Liquidity events

Yes (1 or more) Yes (1 or more) No No

Other functions
Finance/Accounting  
++ (People, Legal,…)

Finance/Accounting   
+ (People, Legal, …)

Finance/ 
Accounting

Accounting
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What should I put in the job specification?

SAMPLE VP OF FINANCE JOB SPECIFICATION

Strategic Finance and Planning

•   Create strategic planning framework and cadence (including budgeting and forecasting)

•   Perform and integrate budgeting, metrics, and financial management into day-to-day  
decision-making and initiatives

•   Forecast and manage cash flow and working capital

•   Work proactively and effectively with the company’s board and investors

Dashboarding and Reporting

•   Ensure timely and accurate dashboarding and reporting across the company; establish and  
execute on KPls

•   Create feedback mechanism from KPls to operating activities

•   Ensure accurate financial reporting in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
(GAAP)

Strategic finance and planning, as well as reporting, is a team 

sport that must be done in close alignment with the business. 

Don’t just “publish the news” – link to operating activities and 

make the news”. 
– PRASHANT SRIVASTAVA  | EVIVE CEO

“
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Pricing, bundling, and contracting (dependent on role)

•  Refine and align pricing philosophy across organization

•   Define pricing, discounting, and bundling policy to optimize volume/profitability and  
ensure policy compliance

•   Formalize/streamline commercial terms contracting process (including compliance)

Systems, processes, and scale

•   Recommend and implement procedures to ensure optimal financial management and  
compliance as the company scales

•   Assess and upgrade underlying processes and systems to enable growth

COMMON ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES

Systems should always come one-step behind processes –  

define the processes you need to drive your business, implement 

them with wire frames, refine them, then put in the system and 

pour the concrete”. 
– JOHNNY VINCENT  | HIGHRADIUS CFO

“

What should I put in the job specification?

VP of Finance

•  Contracting

•  Pricing

•  People

•  Legal

•  Facilities

CFO (VP of Finance+)

•  Mergers & acquisitions

•  International expansion

•   Liquidity events  
(lending facilities, capital raises)
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When should I leverage an executive recruiter?

RETAINER COST - 1/3 OF FIRST 

YEAR COMPENSATION

CHALLENGES  
ACCESSING  

(PASSIVE)  
CANDIDATES 

CRITICAL ROLE  
INSTRUMENTAL FOR  

SUCCESS OF BUSINESS 

SIGNIFICANT TIME 
PRESSURES 

HARD TO SOURCE 
GEOGRAPHY
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How should I evaluate candidates?

Before you begin interviewing, you need to develop a clear scorecard linked to the capabilities 
and experiences that will define success in the role.  As much as possible, strive to:

•  Link criteria to success in the role

•  Establish criteria that is not subjective

•  Limit criteria (ideally no more than 5-6 categories of assessment)

A sanitized example is included below from a CFO search for a 30M revenue portfolio company.

CATEGORY CRITERIA SCORE  
(1-5)

Experience leading  
finance in high-growth  
software/technology

5+ years of experience building (at Director level or above) one or more  
high-growth software/technology companies from $XM to $YM+ of revenue

Experience building principally through organic growth

5+ years of proven experience focusing on building and maturing finance  
function(s)

Ability to scale 5+ years of experience building principally through organic growth

5+ years of experience with businesses at 2-3x revenue aspirations

Quantitative and  
strategic planning- 
oriented

Bachelor’s degree in finance, accounting, or related field; MBA, CPA, or similar 
credential a plus

Functional expertise (finance, accounting, cash management)

Familiarity with strategic planning & forecasting process – has undergone/played 
key role at least 2x

Vigorous, metrics-driven goal setting and evaluation approach

Ability to link finance to operational processes

Partner with board and external advisors

Business model  
experience

<SaaS vs transaction model>

Similarities in average selling price, velocity, buyer (e.g. enterprise vs SMB), etc.

Team building and  
management

Positive references from functional peers (e.g. CRO)

Positive references from direct reports and track record of success/growth

Ability to work in alignment (but challenge) the business

Cultural fit Passion/enthusiasm for <company>’s product <brief product description> and 
customers (typically <characteristic> organizations)

Self-starter attitude: experience setting direction and executing with relatively 
little direction from CEO

Compatible with driven, but people-focused culture
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TRANSLATING THE SCORECARD TO AN INTERVIEW

The basics ... (may be covered by search firm) 

•  Non-competes

•  Compensation

•  Timing

•  Expectations

Career Deep-Dive (start with most recent role, cover at least last 5 years) 

•  Start/end date in role, reason for leaving

•  Organizational context (start and evolution)

•  Quantifiable impact, how you accomplished this

•  Working style with team, peers and managers

•  SaaS vs. transaction models

•   Similarities in average selling price, velocity, buyer 
(e.g. enterprise versus SMB)

1

2

How should I evaluate candidates?

A successful CFO needs to be a trusted advisor and partner to 

the CEO in addition to leading the finance function. This requires  

someone who can build strong internal relationships, so probe  

candidates on their previous CEO and peer relationships – and  

always reference, reference, reference.” 
– MICHAEL LEVINE | CFO PAYONEER

“
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Functional expertise 

•  CPA/Non-CPA

•  Finance, Real Estate, IT, HR

•  Customer contracts

•  Forecast/Budgets/Pipeline

•  Legal/contracts

•  Internal controls 

Core competencies

•   Strategic perspective - How did you build a vision for your last  
company with CEO?

•   Credibility - How did you react when you felt pressured to  
compromise your integrity?

•   Contracting - Describe your role in largest deal last company signed?

•   Capital structure - Largest contribution to successful exit at a company?

•   Partner - Describe your relationship with the CRO?

•   Fortitude - Describe a disagreement with the business and how you resolved?

•   Team - How do you manage/develop employees?

•   Teacher - What was the last technical financial issue you had to work with your 
CEO to resolve? What was the impact?

•   Steward - How did you ensure discipline on capital spend?

•   Gaps - What was your biggest failure in role X? What are your functional/expertise gaps?

4

How should I evaluate candidates?

3

Consistently, we find one of the biggest success factors for new  

CFOs is previous experience in an entrepreneurial, high-growth  

business. You develop a different bat-speed working in this  

context versus larger organizations”. 
– BEN WEINBERG | SUSQUEHANNA GROWTH EQUITY MANAGING DIRECTOR

“
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What are the common trade-offs?

Experience versus energy

Vertical expertise

Need for direction vs. independence

Non-software background

High-growth, entrepreneurial experience

Order giver versus taker

Bias towards high-energy “step-up” candidate with  

minimum experience versus low energy “lateral”

Less critical - right person can come up to speed on a new vertical

Ability to work independently is required

Resource must create leverage for CEO

Director and VP level roles - can work

Need right attitude, very solid foundations

Usually non-negotiable for success

No “big team builders”

Listen and empathy for the business

Ambitious, results orientation
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What are the risky profiles?

MERCENARY CFOS

CFOs just looking to hit the 
“equity jackpot” -  

understand motivation  
& reference check  

(backdoor)! 

BIG COMPANY MACHINES 

10+ years in SAP,  
Oracle, with no  
entrepreneurial,  

high-growth  
experience

LEADERS BUT NOT DOERS 

Led (and build) bigger  
organizations, not able  

to scale down  
and dig into  
execution
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Where can I find out more?

SGE-SPECIFIC RESOURCES

•  Sample SGE specification library

•   Negotiated agreements with  
exec search firms)

•   SGE portfolio company compensation  
benchmarking

•    Connections to SGE CEOs who have  
concluded successful searches

•   Interviewing and candidate evaluation

INDUSTRY RESOURCES 

•   Other example job specifications

•     Interview question library and best practices

•   Industry compensation benchmarking

•   On-boarding frameworks and best practices
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 * Focus of this growth hack

Go-to-Market:
New Customer  

Acquisition

Strategy

New customer growth strategy

Channel strategy/introductions

International expansion

People
Sales & Marketing (S&M) organizational design (roles, responsibilities, territories)

S&M hiring, development, retention

S&M compensation design & benchmarking

Process
S&M process design & implementation

S&M pipeline management and forecasting (e.g., lead ranking)

Tools S&M systems/services selection, implementation, integration

Go-to-Market:
Existing  

Customer 
Growth

Strategy Existing customer growth strategy design

People
Account Management (AM) & Customer Success (CS) hiring, development, retention

AM & CS compensation design & benchmarking

Process AM & CS process design & implementation

Tools
AM & CS enablement (e.g., health scoring)

AM & CS systems/services selection, implementation, integration

M&A

Strategy Acquisition strategy design 

People Strategic introductions 

Process
Diligence process assistance 

Transaction process assistance 

Foundations

Strategy Long-term growth strategy design

People

Overall organization design

Executive hiring, development, retention *

Executive compensation design & benchmarking

Culture & benefits

Process
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), dashboarding, benchmarking 

Financial and board reporting process design

Tools Non-GTM systems/services selection, implementation, integration

Product & Tech
Strategy

Product strategy and roadmap development

Pricing & packaging strategy

People Product & dev hiring

Exit

Strategy Exit strategy design

People Strategic introductions

Process
Diligence process assistance

Transaction process assistance

BEST PRACTICES FROM 60+ PORTFOLIO COMPANIES‘ GROWTH JOURNEYS


